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MAKE AND DO!

�e spanish verb hacer can be translated 
as either to make or to do. �is means it 
can be really confusing to choose the 
right verb. 

Usually, to do  is  used for actions or jobs and to make is used for 
something you are creating, producing or constructing. However, 
l ike often in English, these rules aren´t always true, the best thing 
to do is practise!  

01. Put the words in the column for make or do.

the bed · a painting · a sandwich · your homework · the washing 
up · a cup of tea ·  a noise ·  some exercise ·  a burp · a si l ly face

TO MAKE TO DO
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02. Complete the sentences using the correct verb.

I have to ______        some cleaning before I can go to the park.

Oh no! Did the dog ______      a poo on the sofa?

We need to be quiet, don´t ______      a sound.

I´m going to ______      a sandwich now.

I can´t wait until I´m old enough to ______      
money!

Let´s _____   our school project 
together.

Can we _______      a cake?

I don´t want to _______   
my homework!
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ANSWERS!

01.

02.

TO MAKE TO DO

I´m going to make a sandwich now.

I can´t wait until I´m old enough to make money!

Let´s do our school project together.

Can we make a cake today?

I don´t want to do my homework!

I have to do some cleaning before I can go to the park.

Oh no! Did the dog do a poo on the sofa?

We need to be quiet, don´t make a sound.

the bed
a sandwich
a cup of tea

a noise
a silly face

a painting
your homework
the washing up
some exercise

a burp




